ABSTRACT DOA or Range h0,r (x(i)) ho, (xe)) In this paper, we demonstrate fixed-point FPGA implementations of state space systems using Particle Filters, especially multi-target bearing and range tracking systems. These trackers operate either as independent organic trackers or as a joint tracker to estimate a t+T moving target's state in the x-y plane. For the efficiency of the partit cle filter, we consider factorized posterior approximations based on the Laplacian approximation, which uses a Newton-Raphson search. ing the state update function h. Visually, the i-th particle is a better soft-and hard-core implementation of the Newton search algorithm match than the j-th particle; hence, its likelihood is higher. is also developed.
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The particle filter developed here uses batch measurements to estimate the state vector, based on an image template-matching idea. 1. INTRODUCTION We denote the collection of M measurements a batch, where M is the batch size. In our DOA-based tracking problem, a tempoMulti-target tracking is an important problem in sensor networks [1] .
ral DOA image is first formed when a batch of DOA observations In the scenarios considered here, acoustic direction-of-arrival (DOA) is received from a beamformer that processes the received acoustic measurements or range measurements received at a single, stationary data at M T-second intervals. Similarly in range-based tracking a sensor are used to track multiple, maneuvering, locally constant vetemporal range image is formed using a radar sensor. Then, image locity targets. The nonlinear state and observation models, and nontemplates for target tracks are created using the state update funcGaussian noise in the system are handled by using a particle filter tion and the target state vectors (Fig. 1) . By determining the best approach to estimate the target states. The data association problem matching template (e.g., most probable target track), the target state in multi-target tracking is addressed by means of an image-template vectors are estimated. Because the observations are treated as an matching approach that uses batch measurements. This approach image, the data association and measurement ordering problems are was introduced in [2] and also used in [3], [4] . Another scenario connaturally alleviated. Moreover, by assuming that the observations sidered in this paper is the case where the range and acoustic sensors are approximately normally distributed around the true target tracks, are collocated leading to a joint tracking system to track targets [5] .
with constant miss-probability and clutter density, a robust particle
The focus of this paper is the FPGA implementation of these parfilter tracker is formulated.
ticle filter tracking algorithms. The proposal function used in the trackers considered is an approximation to the full-posterior and ob-3. MULTI-TARGET TRACKING ALGORITHMS tained by applying Laplace's method. Laplace's method in turn, uses a Newton-Raphson search to solve a convex optimization problem Here, we provide a brief description of the particle filter target trackand evaluate the mode and variance of a distribution. The Newton ing algorithms. search in the proposal stage is implemented as a soft-core or hardcore in the FPGA device. This approach is different from earlier FPGA implementation of particle filters that considered a bootstrap 3.1. DOA-only tracking particle filter to perform bearings-only tracking [6, 7] . The proposal function in a bootstrap filter is the state update and hence the impleIn the DOA-only tracking algorithm [3] , the measurements are a mentation requirements were different and less complex. Further, in batch of DOAs obtained from an acoustic sensor array. The partiour approach we use the Xilinx System Generator [8] replaced by h',mr (Xk (t)), yt denotes range measurements, and the noise parameters depend on the range tracker. Adopting an approach The observation Yt at time t, consists of the batch DOA estisimilar to DOA-only tracking, the range-only tracker can also be mates from a beamformer, given by used to track x-y positions of multiple targets.
where m is the batch index and P the number of peaks. With this Using co-located range and acoustic sensors will directly provide observation model, a data likelihood function for the multi-target target position in Cartesian coordinates. Such a joint tracker has tracking scenario considered was introduced in [2]. This approach is been developed in [5] . In this tracker the measurements are batch of similar to the model used in visual tracking [9] . It assumes that the DOAs and range measurements. The particle filter target state vector batch of DOAs form a normally distributed cloud around the true Zt = [Xt: yt, Vx,t, vy,t]T consists of the target position and velocity target DOA tracks with a constant miss probability and may have in Cartesian coordinates. For locally linear target motion the state spurious peaks that are Poisson distributed. Of the P peaks, only update is a linear relation given by one peak corresponds to a target and the remaining peaks either correspond to other targets or clutter. Hence, for a specific time instant Zt ATZtT + Ut, refers to the DOAcomponent of the stateupdate (2), and o~(in in the acoustic tracker, the individual data likelihoods in (9) are simis supplied by a beamformer. Extending this to a batch of M obserilar to the data likelihood in (5) . The difference between them is in vations for a single target, we have the hogm, (Xk(t)) and hR mr (Xk(t)) functions, because of the dif-P(Y(t)lXk(t)) CIC HP(Ym(t)lXk(t))- (5) ference in target state vector. Because of the huge difference in vep(y(t) Xk(t)) X( 11P(Ym(tJ Xk(t)). (5) locities of electromagnetic and acoustic waves, the range and DOA m measurements in the co-located sensor at a specific time instant will Hence, the observation density for multiple targets is: p(y(t) Ix(t)) x correspond to the target's state at different times, so the data likeli-HHP(Ym(t) Xk(t))
hood [5] has to be adjusted. Based on this time-delay, the range and k m DOA update functions in the joint tracker are: The state update and data likelihood functions derived here can be used in a particle filter algorithm to estimate the multi-target mo- 
Xk(t) defined as [Ok(t), Rk(t), Vk(t), 75k(t)IT, where the target evaluation similar to that in (5). The details on handling the delay
DOA is Okc (t), range (logarithm of) from sensor is RkC (t), velocity compensation, pre-weighting, and weighting are in [5] .
PARTICLE FILTER ALGORITHM
lengths for the DOA-only tracker is provided in [12] . From the Matlab fixed-point simulations of the DOA-only tracker, the fixed-point Most stages of the particle filter algorithm used in the DOA-only, word length used is 16 bits with 10 bits for the fractional part. For range-only, and joint tracking algorithms follow the conventional the range-only tracker, the range measurements and their exponensequential importance resampling (SIR) particle filter [10] and are tial values can be high and this increases the required word length presented in [3,4], and [5] . However, the proposal function that deto 25 bits. Otherwise its implementation closely follows the DOAtermines the efficiency of the algorithm differs from the conventional only tracker. As for the joint tracker, since the target states are in approach. Hence we only present the proposal function. In all the Cartesian co-ordinates, a word length of 16 bits is sufficient. tracking algorithms considered, the proposal function is an approximation to the full-posterior density and is denoted as:
5.2. Particle state update g(Xt Yt, Xt-T) P(Xt Yt, Xt-T) X P(Yt IXt)P(Xt Xt-T), (10) The implementation of the organic particle state update function in (2) and (7) The data likelihood function (5) will be used in both the particle proof the density is used as a covariance approximation [11] . posal stage and the weight evaluation stage. Apart from the number The Laplacian approximation is described in [2] and is impleof nonlinear functions to be evaluated, the use of batch-measurements mented using the Newton-Raphson recursion with backtracking for is a significant difference between this tracker and the bootstrap computational efficiency. The final expression for the partition probearings-only tracker [6] . For a single-target, there are two ways posal functions to be used in the particle filter is given by in which the batch computations in (5) can be performed. They can be done in parallel using M computation units or using a single unit gk(Xk(t) Yt, Xk(t -T)) XV (/ig(k), Zg(k)) (11) with sequential updating of the product term. The parallel implementation of the data likelihood consumes nearly M times more rewhere the Gaussian density parameters are sources when compared to the sequential implementation. Hence, a
sequential approach is adopted in this research. In the joint tracker, Zg(k) where Xk,mode is the mode of p(ytlXk(t)), and Y l1(k) is the Hessian of p(yt Xk(t)) at Xk,mode, obtained using the Newton search.
Particle weight evaluation

FPGA IMPLEMENTATION OF CERTAIN SECTIONS
The evaluation of the i-th particle weight using
In this section, we develop an FPGA implementation for the various w i () ip(ytxt$))P(x$ XtT) (13) stages in the particle filter algorithm using the Xilinx System Gener-
ator [8] . We also present an FPGA based soft-and hard-core strategy to implement the Newton-Raphson search in the particle proposal involves evaluating the state transition distribution from (2), (6), stage. The particle resampling is performed using the systematic or (8), the proposal distribution (11) , the data likelihood (5), and resampling described in [6] . The individual stages of the particle filan exponential. The operations involved in evaluating the Gaussian ter algorithm in the DOA tracker are implemented and verified by state and proposal distribution probabilities are similar and hence the comparing with Matlab simulation results. A full implementation corresponding blocks can be reused.
will involve additional high level control circuits and memory blocks for data flow among the stages and are not considered here. How-5.5. Newton-Raphson search ever, implementing individual stages illustrates the key differences between the batch-based particle filter that uses a near optimal proIn Section 4, Laplace's method is used to approximate the data likeposal function to that of a bootstrap particle filter tracker that uses lihood as a Gaussian. This is done by executing a Newton-Raphson the state transition to propose particles [6] , [7] .
search to identify the mode and curvature of the distribution. The
Newton-Raphson recursion is given by the familiar expression x5+1
51Fepnsutn1H G, where v is the algorithm step size, G = J/&Xk the gradient, and H =or2J/&xk 7 the Hessian. For the DOA-only Most stages of the particle filter algorithm, except the Newton search, tracker, the cost function J to be minimized is similar to (6) that requires a large number of particles. square-root are themselves implemented in hardware using NewtonThis update rate of 9 ,us to evaluate a single particle weight is suffiRaphson search [13] . However, the cost function here contains noncient to generate state estimates for each batch period T = 1 s. linear function evaluations that significantly increase the complexity. If the iteration is implemented in fixed-point, special care is needed 6. REFERENCES to address precision, and guarantee convergence. Instead, we implement the Newton search in software using floating-point on a soft-
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